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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: LST NOTES- LST CONUS 2km hor res., 1km map acc.  |   All domains: 2.5K accuracy, 2.3K precision.- 3 PLPTs- Product results compare well with SURFRAD sites (~represents a few tens meters) and other satellite data (GOES-16 ABI, N20 VIIRS, SNPP VIIRS, AQUA MODIS, TERRA MODIS).  Full Disk comparisons (10km) perform less well against SURFRAD.  - Need fix made to TPW units (currently in cm v/s needs to be mm), which are ingested for LST processing.  ADR is in place.  This issue hasn't always been in place.  It was an erroneous promotion since GOES-16 hit provisional and operations.  - Significant underestimate at Desert Rock can be observed even though it is improved by fixing the TPW issue.  Precision requirement is marginally met at Goodwin Creek site.  Both sites have unique characteristics contributing to the differences.  (This was also reported for GOES-16 LST).  Enterprise shows encouraging strong results that avoids issues with Desert Rock comparisons.  - ACTION for Tom Feroli to discuss with Jim Yoe (NCEP):  The GOES-16 PS-PVR for LST has the following action:  NCEP would like to use this product to verify their modeled LST; however, LST is not currently formatted for NCEP use.  They need GRIB2 and want a transfer to their model grid as well.  Need Jim Yoe (NCEP) to clarify whether NCEP will develop this format & grid capability or not?.  Does these two gaps in formatting (GRIB2 and model grid) still exist?  If so, would NCEP like to see these changes made?  If so, need to outline path for those changes.  If not, and if there are no other usage cases, then PRO will move to decommission this product.  There is no GOES-R GS product generation downstream of LST.  - Disposition:  LST has demonstrated achievement of Provisional Validation Maturity and may now be distributed via PDA and CLASS to any downstream subscribers..  Congratulations to the team on a thorough and well communicated presentation.  COD & CPS NOTESExcellent presentation of straight-forward visual and inter-satellite validation comparisons for both DCOMP & NCOMP.COD DCOMP:  CPS DCOMP:  COD NCOMP:  Differences in phase (water & ice) are apparent in G16/17 comparisons.  G17 also has a low bias at high end of values.  CPS NCOMP:  Similar differences in phase within G16/17 comparisons.  These were excellent presentations in terms of the sophisticated combination of imagery animation side-by-side with bias plots, and precision/accuracy comparisons.  Appreciate mention of the benefits of Band 2 bias correction.  Did not like:  No more "?" question parks on the pass designations.  Slide 13 - What are these artifacts?  This is outside of heating period.  Just checked latest thermal model.  README needs to be explicit about artifacts and biases.  For instance the low bias shared in several of the comparisons, which you mentioned potential attribution to phase.  Hot period was not supposed to be included in the hot period analysis, so this was an issue for the NCOMP presentation.  Probably made the results worse and made it difficult to make a declaration.  Given relatively ok results despite inclusion of hot periods.  Disposition for DCOMP (both COD & CPS):  These products have demonstrated achievement of Provisional Validation Maturity and may now be distributed via PDA and CLASS to any downstream subscribers.Disposition for NCOMP (both COD & CPS):  Let's revisit this.  Slide 43 is challenging to interpret.  Action is to hold an off-line revisit of this review for COD and CPS NCOMP that excludes the hot periods, explains the low bias, and shows a more definitive statement with respect to comparisons against specs.  
	_2_ If Conditionally Approved,_hM4Qyq5Q9Sy3H-oWbzNM*A: Approved:  LST, COD DCOMP, CPS DCOMP.  Not Approved:  COD NCOMP, CPS NCOMP.  hold an off-line revisit of this review for COD and CPS NCOMP that excludes hot periods, explains the low bias, and shows a definitive statement with respect to spec comparisons.  
	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: This is the PS-PVR for 3 GOES-17 ABI L2 products:  Land Surface Temperature (presented by Peng Yu as proxy for Bob Yu) and Cloud Optical Depth COD) with Cloud Particle Size (CPS) (both presented by Andi Walther and William Straka - Day time, Pat Heck and William Straka - Night time).  COD and CPS have a night-time component and a day-time component, which are called NCOMP (Night-Time Cloud Optical and Micro-physical Properties) and DCOMP (Day-time Cloud Optical and Micro-physical Properties), respectively.  There are different accuracy & precision specs, as well as phase specs for each.  Eric Guillot from GOES-R/TOWR-S embedded with NWS provided examples of each GOES-16 version of these products displayed in AWIPS.  Their activation dates in AWIPS were May/Jun 2017.  
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